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Abstract If the phase of the theoretical mean of a complex-valued
random variable is estimated by the sample mean of observed phases,
there is a theoretical bias which results from the fact that phases are
only measured on an interval of length 27r, so that, for example, -7r and
7r may represent the same phase. Thus if a true phase or direction is say,
near 7r, then the observed phases may instead be near -7r. In this paper,
a least squares estimator of phase is proposed which accounts for this
"phase-wrapping". The estimator is shown to be strongly consistent and
its central limit theorem is derived. The results of various simulations
are described, for different values of sample size, SNR and theoretical
phase. The technique and methods of analysis may prove useful in the
more complicated estimation of frequency from the phases of a complex
sinusoid.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem discussed in this paper is motivated by one from
signal processing - that of estimating the frequency of a complex
sinusoid in Gaussian white noise, without using Fourier techniques,
and using only the phases (arguments) of the complex samples. The
motivation behind the use of the phases is that

arg{ei(+Wt)} = + wt,

modulo 27r. The phases, however, have a complicated probability
density function, making maximum likelihood estimation of q$ and
w impractical. Various techniques have been proposed which use the
first differences of the phases, since the first difference of the above
is just w, modulo 27r. The main problems in using this approach are
not only the probability density function, mentioned before, and the
serial correlation introduced into the residuals, but the fact that no
matter how phase is defined, the endpoints of the range are identified,
even though 27r radians apart.

Instead of using maximum likelihood estimation, we can, of course,
use a less complicated approach such as least squares, which reduces
both the complexity and dependence on distributional assumptions.
Even then, although it is possible to develop the algorithm, its
statistical properties have eluded the author.
As a first step towards solving the above problem, consider instead

the following simpler problem. Let

Xt + i/t= Ax + i/J + Ut + iVt,

where p,x and py are constants and {Ut } and {Vt } are independent
mean zero sequences of random variables, with Ut and Vt possibly
dependent on each other, and denote by fu,v (u, v) the joint proba-
bility density function of (Ut, Vt). Let

where p, Rt are non-negative and $, Ot C
estimate

X = arg (4x + ipy)

[-7r,7r). We wish to

given only the phases of Xt + iYt, i.e.

{arg (Xt + iYt);t = 1, ... I,T}.
The probability density function of Ot = arg (Xt + iYt) is then

fo, (0) f rfu,v (r cos pcos , r sin 0-p sinq) dr.

If U and V are independent and normally distributed with the same
variance a2, then

1 e1-2
fot(O) e22wr

+ Cos (O- ) e- 2sin2( (v Cos (O
,,2w 9)) 7 (1)

where v2 p= /2 and

m(z)= 1f 2Ud

is the standard normal distribution function. Histograms of 2560
phases simulated according to the above distribution, with q=
7r- 0.1 are shown in Figure 1.
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Fig 1. Rose plot and ordinary histogram of 2560 phase samples
from complex normal

'x = pcos 5, py = psin $

and
Xt = Rt cos Ot, Yt = Rt sin Ot,

It may be, instead, that the phases have been modelled directly, for
example using a von Mises distribution centred at 7$. The problems
discussed in this paper are relevant as long as the distribution of Ot
is symmetric about 7$.
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Excellent statistical introductions to general problems involving
circular and spherical data are contained in [1, 2]

These problems suggest the generic statistical problem described in
the following section, which is consistent with defining the range of
arg to be [-7r, 7r) We normalize 0 by dividing by 27r, for notational
convenience.

II. THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM

Let { t} be an independent and identically distributed sequence
of continuous random variables, with common probability density
function g (x), symmetric about 0 and unimodal, and with support

17) Denote by G (x) the common distribution function of the
Et. Let ,t be any constant in (- 72) Construct the sequence of
random variables {Xt} from {Et} via

Xt = (/ + t), (2)

where
r z+l ;

1 o w

In other words,

2

2 <Z < 2
1 <z-,< 1 .

(Z) =Z- LZ+ i,2

where Lx] denotes the integer part of x. Thus Xt is obtained from Et
by adding ,u and then adding or subtracting 1 in order to restrict Xt
to [- 27 2) It is easy to see that the problem of estimating 27rji is
thus the same as the problem of estimating the mode of a symmetric
'distribution on a circle'.

III. THE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATOR

Without detailed information on g, we are forced to estimate ,u
using a generic approach such as least squares. The least squares
estimator AT of,t from .X1,.. ., XT} is found by minimising

T

ST (1)= Et6 (
t=l

where

St)t (Xt-
Xt - - ktCu),

and

kt (p) =
-1;
0
1

- 1 < Xt -f <-1
-1 < xt-1t< 1
2 <- < 2
1 <xttt.< 1.

Thus
A =T arg min Su(11),

P EC [- 2 )
(3)

where
T

ST (/) = Z {Xt -- kt (y)}2
t=l

Now, for any sequence j {jt} of integers from {-1, 0, 1},let
T

XT (11, j) Z (Xt - jt)2
t=

Then

min ST (11) min min XT (11, j)

Mil mill XT2 )
J "L[- I

Since XT (11, j) is quadratic in pt,
T T

minXuT (11, j) = (Xt -X)2+ E jt 2

ILt=l t=l
T

2 Zjt (Xt
t=l

X),

where
T T

X =TT Xt,j T 1 ijt
t=1 t=1

Note that /T X -j, and so we must restrict the range of j to

(X-2,X + 2] Ifu > 0, necessarily kt (p) = 0 or -1, for each
t, while if ,u < 0, the kt (p,) can only be 0 or 1. Let X(n) denote
the nth largest of the Xt. Let

p #{t;kt (u) = 1}, q #{t;kt (u) -1},

cAT-(p) = P(T P) 2 E (X(t) -X),
t=T-p+l

T Z(xt
t=l

X) .

Then
T

min ST (11) = (xt X) +minf{uT(p),BT-(q)},
whet=

where

p = argmin OUT (P), q
pE [0,TX+T/2]

arg min BT (q),
qE[O,-TX+T/2)

(4)

and
=O-T;AT<(p)<T(q)
X - T ;OT ()> dT )-

Note that the event AT (p) = T (q) occurs with zero probability,
since (4) restricts the minimisation in such a way that

P+q < X<1.
T

Let f (x) and F (x) denote the common probability density func-
tions and distribution functions of the Xt, and put ,ux = E (Xt).
Lemma 1: The function

v(z) = 1 /2+z G(z)

has zeros only at 0, ±1/2.
Proof: v (z) has derivative

v'(z) 1 g(z)

and second derivative

v" (z) -g' (z)

Since g (z) is unimodal and continuous, and 1122 (z) dz = 1, it
follows that g (±1/2) < 1, g (0) > 1 and there is a unique ( C
(0,1/2) for which g (±i) = 1. The only turning points of v (z) are
thus at z = ±i. Since v' (1/2) > 0, and v (0) = 0, it follows that
the only zeros of v (z) are ±1/2 and 0. i
Lemma 2: When ,u > 0, the function

Q
(Q) Q _ Q2 + 2 F-1 (t) dt -2Qtx.

is uniquely minimized at Qo = G (u- 1/2).
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Proof: To see this, note that T (Q) is continuous and twice
differentiable, with

7' (Q) = 1 -2Q + 2F-' (Q)- 2/ux
= 2 1F-'(Q) -F- (QO)}-2 (Q- Qo).

since it is easily shown that ,ux = i
G (,u-1/2) = F ( -1/2). Also, T (Q) =

h (x) = f (F-1 (x))

QO, where Qo =

-2 + 2/h (Q), where

X converges almost surely to ,ux, by the strong law of large numbers.
Moreover,

Q Q
f {F'1 (t) -F-1 (t)} dt < ; F_1 (t) -F-1 (t)| dt

1

< J |ET' (t)-F- 1 (t) dt

which converges almost surely to 0, by the Glivenko-Cantelli theo-
rem. Thus

Now, put x = F-1 (Qo) and y = F-1 (Q). Then

7'(Q) = 2 (y-x)-2 {F (y) -F (x)},

which may be shown to equal v ((y -,)) Now suppose that
' (Q) = 0, so that

(Y-x) -{F (y) -F (x)} = 0,
where y = F-1 (Q). Then, ifx < y < 1/2, we have v (y- p) = 0,
whose only roots are u- 1/2 and ,u, since ,u + 1/2 is out of range.
Also, if -1/2< y < x, we have v(y- +1)= 0, whose only
root is u- 1/2, since u- 3/2 and u- 1 are out of range. Thus y
must be x or x+ 1/2, and so Q can only be Qo or Qo+ 1/2, since,
it can be seen from above that

F (x + 1/2) = Qo + 1/2.

almost surely and uniformly in Q.
Similarly, it may be shown that

T [L(1-P)Tj

o ,~~F-1 (t) dt-2(1AT (P) =P(1 -P)+2 P) X,

which converges almost surely to (1 -P), uniformly in P, which
is uniquely minimized at 1- Qo > 1/2.
X converges almost surely to

Yx = ,u-Qo = v (G-' (QO))

Since ,u > O,-1/2 < G-1 (Qo) < 0, and so ,x >0, by lemma 1.
Thus, almost surely as T -÷ o0,

However,

and

p = arg min OzT (p) , q
PE [0,T/2]

T (Qo) = -2+ 2 > 0
g (1/2)

T - Q + 2 -2+
2

<O0
g (0)

(5)

so that T (Q) has a local minimum at Qo and a local maximum at
Qo + 1/2. Since T (Q) has turning points only at Qo and Qo + 1/2,
it follows that T (Q) is uniquely minimized at Q = Qo. U

Theorem 3: liT converges almost surely to ft.
Proof: For P, Q e [0,1], let AT (P) = T-1cT (LTPi) and

BT (Q)= T-13T (LTQi), where Lxi denotes the integer part of x.
We shall separately prove strong consistency for the cases ft > 0 and
ft = 0. The proof for the ft < 0 case will then follow by symmetry.
We may write BT (Q) as

Q_Q2 + 2 T/ LQT] 1 (t) dt - 2QX,

where F-1 is the inverse of the empirical cumulative distribution
function given .{Xl... , XT }. Now

rQ
BT (Q) = Q _ Q2 + 2 F-1 (t) dt -2QIx (6)

rQ
+2j{ TFrl (t) -F 1 (t)} dt -2Q (X -ix)
+ T-14T

where F-1 is the inverse of the common distribution function of the
Xt, and JrT < 1, since

T QTj TQT

o o T~~~~~~~-1LQT]
and

f/ 1t(t)dt <2Q-TLFTi < 1
T-1 LQTj 2 2T

arg min /3T (q),
qE[o,-TX+T/2)

which implies, since Qo e [0, -,x + 1/2), that, with probability
one as T o,

/T (q) <cvr (P)

and so

[LT = X + -,T'
and QT = is the minimizer of BT (Q) in [0, -X) That
QT converges almost surely to Qo follows using a general argument
originated by Jennrich [4] and the result of Lemma (2). Thus

'T 11X + QO
=',

almost surely as T -÷ o0.
When i = 0, lemma 2 shows that 7 (Q) is uniquely minimized at

Q = 0. Similarly, the almost sure limit of AT (P) is also uniquely
minimized at P = 0. The same argument as above shows that the
minimizers of both AT (P) and BT (Q) converge almost surely to
0, and consequently that iT -X converges to 0 almost surely. But,
when i = 0, X converges almost surely to 0, and so iT converges
almost surely to 0.

The result for li < 0 follows by symmetry. A
Theorem 4: The distribution of T1 2 (liT -l) converges to the

zero-mean normal with variance
2

{1- g(1 2)}2'
where (2 = var Et.

Proof: We first discuss the case li > 0. Where o notation is
used below, it is used in the almost sure sense. From (6),

BT (Q) = T (Q) + 2 ZT (Q)VT
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ZT (Q)JQ
T1 F-1 (t) -F- 1 (t)} dt -QT1 x _l x )
1 T

+T-f1/2mT[

Now, from [3]

T1/2 {F-1 (t) -F-1 (t)
VT (t) + 0 {T- 1/2 (logT)a}

h (t)

uniformly in t, for some a > 0, where {VT (t)} is a uniform quantile
process which converges almost surely to a Brownian bridge {V (t) }.
The distribution of T1/2 (X- px) converges to a zero mean normal
distribution, and we may also write

T1/2 (1 ) fl VT (t) +O {T- 1/2 (logT)a}
12 Jo) h(t dt.

Thus, since J&T < 1,

ZT (Q)
QVT (t) dt Q 1 VT(t) dt +O {T- 1/2 (log T)a}.

Let

Z(Q)= Q (t) dt-_Q
1

v (t) dt.

From the above theorem, QT converges almost surely to Qo. Put
5T =QT -QO, which therefore converges to 0 almost surely as

T o. Since T' (Qo)= 0,

BT (QO+ T)
= T (QO+T) + T ZT (QO+ST)

BT (QO) + 2 T (QT) T

+ 2 {jQO+T V(t)dt- T /0Ti() dt}

+ o (l) ,

where QT is between Qo and QO + cT. Now, since the sample paths
of {V (t)} are continuous,

JQO+65T V (t)dt V (u)

/l h (t) h(u)

{V(Qo) }O(1)}6T,
where u is between Qo and QO + 5T. Since T" (Qo) > 0, by (5),
BT (QO + cT) is minimized when

V(QO) _r1 v(t) dt o(1
2 h(Qo) 10 h(t)d+±O(T)

Thus
T (T QO) 2v(th) t1 tdt

(/) +(Qo)

T1/2 (iT -/1)
= T1/2 (X - Ix) + T1/2 (QT - QO)

=/ (t) dt-2 h(Qo) 1o h(t) dt
hd(t) "(Qo) +) (1)

fOh(t) dt -V(Qo)
1 -g(12) (7)

since T" (Qo) = f (F-1 (Qo)) = f (p- 1/2) = g (1/2). Now, as
{V (t)} is a Brownian bridge, the distribution of

1 V(t) dtV- (Qo)

is normal. But E (V (t)) = 0 and cov {V (s) , V (t)} = min (s, t)-
st. Consequently,

E {j (t) dt- V(Qo)} 0

and

var {
h

(t) dtV-(Qo)}

var{ V(t) dt} +var{V(Qo)}
-21 cov {V (t),V (Qo)} dt

which may be shown by lengthy algebra to equal aJ2. Hence
T1/2 (liT -A) is asymptotically distributed normally with mean 0
and variance 72

{1-g (1/2)}2
Consider now the special case where p, 0, and it is equally likely

as T - oo that
OZT ()< /3T )

and
OZ T ()> /3T )-

We know that QT and -PT T- 1p both converge almost surely to
0. But BT (5T) may be shown to equal

2
1

( 62)

where QT is between 0 and 5T, and similarly AT (ST) is

21 (PT) 62 + 2cT {f (t) dt +Oa s (1)}
where PT is between 0 and 6T. Since QT and PT both converge
almost surely to 0, T" (QT) and T" (PT) both converge almost
surely to

7(0) = -2 + 2
g12)'

Put UT = T1 /X fo h(t) dt. Then, if UT > 0, BT (5T) is
minimized when

ST 2 UT
T7" (0)

and

O0

590

where Hence

26T 1 V(t) dt + o,,.,. (1) ,

VII'T- h (t)

BT (6T) - 2UT2 I AT (0)T,rll (0) --
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which is asymptotically the minimum value of AT. Thus

ALT x +QT
2 X

x
1 - g (1/2)

If UT < 0, however, the minimum value of BT occurs at 0, and is
larger than the minimum value of AT, which occurs when

2 UT
yT T" (0)

In this case,

ALT X - PT
2rvX + ,, O)X

x
1 - g (1/2)

Thus, in any case, ALT, X {1- g (1 /2)} and the same central limit
theorem still holds. The case where AL < 0, follows by symmetry. U

Corollaries 5 and 6 follow directly.
Corollary 5: For t = 1, , T, let

Zt = pei +Ut + ivt, (8)

where the Ut and Vt are independent and identically normally
distributed with mean 0 and variance 72, and X C (-7, 7) Let
AL = / (2w), Xt = arg Ztl (2w), LT be the estimator of AL given
by (3) and XT = 27ALT. Then XT converges almost surely to X
and the distribution of T1/2 (XT -X) converges to the zero-mean
normal with variance

2
o-07ot

{11 2wfot (w)}21

obvious ordering, the natural logarithms of the sample mean square
errors for the eleven phases

r [ 0.78 0.98 ],
superimposed on the theoretical asymptotic values calculated using
Corollary 5.

5
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Fig 2. Simulation results
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In contrast with this, below are the same plots for the eleven phases

w[ 0.56 0.76]'.

where
J7j

070t=2 X2 o (X) dx

and fo, (x) is given by (1)
Corollary 6: Let Zt be independent and identically distributed

with (von Mises ) probability density function

-26
-4-

_
-6-
-8

-10

-12_-10

i] 6

0oo -8

-10 T=256T=l 28

SNR (db)

-12 _
10 20 -10 10 20

SNR (db)

{ exp(kccos(z-4))
fz (z) = 2-rIo (K)

0
zZC[ w-,)
otherwise,

where Io is the modified Bessel function of order 0. Let AL =$ (2w),
Xt = arg ZtI (27), ALT be the estimator of AL given by (3) and XT =
2/iT. Then XT converges almost surely to X and the distribution of
T1/2 ($T -q) converges to the zero-mean normal with variance

h (K) =JOxf0 exp (r, cos x) dx
1 exp(-K) }2wlo(ii) ji Jo(K

IV. SIMULATIONS

For each combination of the four sample sizes 128, 256, 512, 1024,
the 100 phases equally spaced between -w and 99w/100 and the 101
SNRs -10log1o {p2/ (2c72) } equally spaced between -10 and 20,
(8) was simulated 1000 times with p = 1. As expected, performance
is worst when the phase is close to -w or w, and for lower sample
size. The following figures depict the 'below threshold' performance
- what can be expected at phases close to -7 or 7 at the different
sample sizes. Each of the eleven curves in each plot depicts, with
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u -6

0-8

0 -8

O_10
120 T=512

-12-10

Fig 3.
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[2]

[3]

[4]
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SNR (db) SNR (db)

Simulation results for phases further away from w
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